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A Multi-Arts ensemble looking for a 
dramaturgical reading of our bodies on 
space...
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pezdemarte ensemble

pezdemarte is a multi-arts international worldwide based ensemble working towards vanguard 
approaches to theatre, dance, performance and audiovisual productions using our bodies as main 
core to open the scope of dramaturgical readings on space.

pezdemarte embraces green mobility and non-violence methodological frame of work to 
encounter and exchange with diverse artists, technics and backgrounds in order to pursue 
political, cultural and educational productions alongside with a challenging and involved audience. 

pezdemarte visualizes the body of the performer, the body of the space, the body of the 
objects, the body of the text, the body of light, the body of each member in the audience as 
essential elements to be questioned in order to create a new contemporary theatrical language.



Dramaturgical Scratch on Oleanna by David Mamet

pezdemarte ensemble presents Dramaturgical Scratch: grabbing the words 
of the III Act of Oleanna and questioning them under three different physical 
theatre methodologies (Meyerhold, Grotowski and Lecoq) alongside with the 
audience.

How do we force violence when our words don't change but our bodies do?
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 Meyerhold:  Which is the stage image? Which are the facial masks of this character? How can I move through the 
space using biomechanics? How can I play Oleanna using Meyerhold rules?









Grotowski: Which are the emotions holding my body? What will happen if I release the body, if II let the body feel 
the words and the movementwhere will I arrive? How much anger can my body hold?



What is dramaturgy?

 It is the process of thinking about - and realising in practice - the appropriate theatrical  
vocabularies and languages of carrying the meanings of the piece to the spectator. Dramaturgy 
or 'looking with knowledge' engages with the process of considering all the possible texts for a 
work of theatre and how these will fit together to shape the structure of the piece in question. The 
specific link between form and content.
Simon Murray

The text is full of gaps, incomplete, incomprehensible, a scribble that must be deciphered. To 
show that a text is never anything other than that: incomplete, obscure, it is not clear to whom it is 
addressed. Mise-en-scèné (and acting) not as an execution of what is known but as research. In 
other words, research does not (will not) precede mise-en-scèné. Mise-en-scèné is research: we 
set out to discover.
Antoine Vitez



Macarena Andrews Barraza

Chilean actress, dramaturge and playwright trained in the physical theatre school La Mancha under Lecoq's 
theatrical methodology in Santiago, Chile.
She also has trained on contemporary dance and ballet techniques during the last nine years.

She studied a B.A. in Hispanic American Literature and Linguistics and a Minor on Cinema Aesthetics on 
Catholic University of Chile and finished a Master in Literature on Dramaturgy and Playwriting in University of 
Glasgow, Scotland funded by Chile Scholarship program 2008-2009.

She has worked as actress, dancer, performer, dramaturge and playwright on productions in Chile, Scotland, 
Germany and Bulgaria.
She has written the following play texts with Theatre of Emergency Ensemble based in Chile since 2010: 'And 
the Earth Kept Moving...' and 'I wanted to scream but I couldn't.'

Currently she is developing two new pieces for pezdemarte ensemble on international collaboration with 
Italian, Scottish and Argentinean artists to create the shows: 'Macondo or the 33 reasons to think well before 
wishing for something' and 'FATWAR.'
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